SandTrap 15 & 30 gl. versions ..and LeafTrap 30
...the perfect heavy-solids filter for Vacuum Reclaim systems.
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1 ½” drain,
stainless hardware,
beefy chem-resistant fittings,
Super Rust-Resistant
DOT approved drum, with
2” CamLocks inlet and outlet.

We can add a BagFilter
to the inlet if you like..
on the inlet,
for dust, leaves, etc.
100, 150 or 200 micron
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Stainless Steel tanks are available !

30gl LeafTrap version is shown on the left, with the optional
Leaf-Bag and Mud-Bucket.. a BIG help cleaning rain gutters !!

15gl version SandTrap is shown above,
with Slide-In Debris-Screen for leaves and
debris, this filter screen is optional

The SandTrap has a simple but functional design.. With inlet directing debris downward,
and outlet set for over-flow to continue to the Vacuum-Waste tank, without the heavy debris.
With 1½” CamLock drain, 2” CamLock VacHose fittings, and Rustproof Hardware,
and the beefy, triple-step powder coated tank will last for years and years.
..Like everything else we build.

Design…
We’ve added an inlet at the top of the WasteTank for a “down-throw” of the incoming debris, and
the option to add a slide-in filter screen. Also in the 30 gl. version, a Leaf Bag and mud bucket can be added,..
..for Rain Gutter cleaning ..so sticks and Leaves stay in the bag, mud falls in the bucket. (See the image on top left.)
The new HighFlow upgrade allows faster separation of air from water flow, allowing more efficient flow water,
and require less Hp =fuel savings ! .. The auto-pump-out will work easier & more reliable as well.
For FoamTrap applications, were you want extra protection for the blower, from chemicals and corrosion issues..
You may use this tank with slider-in filter as a “last resort” filter, for catching foam or overflow liquids, (as in image on top right,)
Just spray the slide-in FilterScreen with De-Foamer liquid, and it costs only pennies to save a blower from “the elements”.

15 gal Sand Trap
HighFlow upgrade (for 10gpm+)

30 gal Sand Trap
Slide-in Filter

30 gal Leaf –Trap
Bag Filter (with bracket)..

Questions ?... Call us at or your local dealer for answers.
Sirocco Performance Vacuums are quality products manufactured by…
Cleaning System Specialists, Inc.
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